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The use of language in society can not be separated from the surrounding 
environment so that the language used by the public shows that the environment 
is occupied . A community language differences are largely determined by the 
vocabulary is an important part of the language . The use of the vocabulary of the 
language user each region varied lot , both ucapak and lexical . 
The use of local languages are spoken as a means of communication between 
people to be covered in sesame fact have some variety , style and patois ( dialect 
) . Variety , style , and dialect that became the hallmark of a speech community is 
a group of motivated and constrained by differences in education level , language 
background regions , cultures , and different geographical areas . Therefore, in a 
study entitled " Lexical Variation Madura English Hamlet Monkey Guava Lenteng 
I Village West Village and Hamlet Mara'an Saroka " formulated a special 
formulation of objectives , namely ( 1 ) the language of Madura lexical variation 
associated with agriculture ( 2 ) language lexical variation Madura associated 
with household appliances . 
To know the English Lexical Variation Madura Hamlet Monkey Guava I Lenteng 
West Village and Hamlet Village Saroka Mara'an the researchers used a 
qualitative descriptive approach through a comparative method . While data 
collection techniques obtained through interview techniques and back translation 
technique . 
In accordance with the results of the data analysis Lexical Variation Madura 
English Hamlet Monkey Guava Lenteng I Village West Village and Hamlet 
Mara'an Saroka include ( 1 ) the language of Madura lexical variation associated 
with agriculture ( 2 ) lexical variation Madurese language relating to home 
appliances stairs . The variations include differences in phonological and 
morfolofis form for each vocabulary . 
With a starting point in the research it can be concluded that the language of 
Madura Hamlet Lexical Variation Monkey Guava Lenteng I Village West Village 
and Hamlet Mara'an Saroka mostly just a senonim or other name of the 
vocabulary in question . The vocabulary is sometimes prevalent use in Hamlet 
Jambu Monkey I Lenteng West Village is commonly used but its use is not 
prevalent in Hamlet Village Mara'an Saroka . 
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